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The possibility of systematic screening programs concerning brain tumours is sporadically regarded as an option with conceivable impact on clinical outcome. Analysing existing literature, the authors conclude on the lack of evidence supporting screening for primary brain cancer on general population, considering its low prevalence and neglectable effectiveness of intervention, placing high demand on health care systems. Identification of high-risk groups and genetic counselling, particularly upon suggestive family history or syndromic background, will contribute to early detection of disease and ensuing management, emerging as a long-term cost-effective strategy. Future research is needed in order to correctly identify target groups and delineate adequate screening protocols.

Cost-effective strategies improving clinical outcome on early-detected pathologies (before symptoms develop and chances of responding to treatment are theoretically higher) are widely promoted nowadays, including universal population-based screening and selective screening programs, targeting individuals at higher risk of disease. Early detection and corresponding treatment following screening programs should result in improved outcome and reduced mortality. Some authors mention life expectancy above 5 years and age under 70 years as thresholds for screening eligibility.1

In 2008, asymptomatic volunteers were submitted to brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), in a program run by a non-profit organization.2 A total of 1 700 brain scans unveiled more than 50 abnormalities (including aneurysms, multiple sclerosis and tumours), raising again the question: Is it clinically and economically advantageous to scan asymptomatic individuals in search for brain/cranial disease? Incidence rate for primary central nervous system tumours (patients aged 20 years or older) is low, estimated at 27.4 per 100 000,3 with approximately one third being malignant, and many doubts persist regarding brain cancer risk factors, including use of cell phones. Clinical examination is unreliable, as subtle neurological findings often occur only in late stages of disease. Although broadly available and less expensive, computerized tomography (CT) scan has significant low sensitivity and a non-negligible radiation exposure burden, making the more sensitive and fairly available MRI a better option at the moment. Performing a $200 - $300 innocuous exam would presumably detect tumours at an earlier stage and result in less aggressive therapeutic procedures, shorter hospital stays and prolonged overall survival, apparently easing the significant financial burden of treating late-stage brain tumours (up to $500 000, concerning multimodal treatment of glioblastoma).

Several factors must be considered when weighing the real benefits of cancer screening programs.4,5 Regarding brain cancer, several issues preclude an obvious benefit of systematic screening, namely its low incidence and prevalence, the costs of neuroradiological imaging and its false-positives (normal variations resembling subtle abnormalities), leading to anxiety and unnecessary diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. Concerning estimation of average life-years expectancy, there is still no clear evidence that early detection and treatment of malignant brain neoplasms will result in improved overall survival. High-grade gliomas (glioblastomas, anaplastic astrocytomas) are still associated with very poor prognosis, with no suitable therapy significantly extending life expectancy (slightly over 1 and 2 - 3 years, respectively) despite optimal treatment. Lead bias, on which earlier detection artificially extends mean survival rates, is not even a real issue.

Disease-specific mortality remains the most widely accepted endpoint for clinical trials. Brain tumours specific mortality is relatively easy to determine, despite significant co-morbidities, and misclassification of cause of death (connoted with an overestimation on effectiveness) is not a major concern. Regarding predictive value, in a group of 193 patients with malignant brain tumours, preceding MRIs were normal or inconclusive in 17 (8.8%) patients,6 a significant value only explained by the aggressive progression of the disease.

In 2000 high-resolution MRI’s performed on asymptomatic individuals revealed a significant number of abnormalities, including aneurysms, multiple sclerosis and tumours, raising again the question: Is it clinically and economically advantageous to scan asymptomatic individuals in search for brain/cranial disease? Incidence rate for primary central nervous system tumours (patients aged 20 years or older) is low, estimated at 27.4 per 100 000,3 with approximately one third being malignant, and many doubts persist regarding brain cancer risk factors, including use of cell phones. Clinical examination is unreliable, as subtle neurological findings often occur only in late stages of disease. Although broadly available and less expensive, computerized tomography (CT) scan has significant low sensitivity and a non-negligible radiation exposure burden, making the more sensitive and fairly available MRI a better option at the moment. Performing a $200 - $300 innocuous exam would presumably detect tumours at an earlier stage and result in less aggressive therapeutic procedures, shorter hospital stays and prolonged overall survival, apparently easing the significant financial burden of treating late-stage brain tumours (up to $500 000, concerning multimodal treatment of glioblastoma).

Several factors must be considered when weighing the real benefits of cancer screening programs.4,5 Regarding brain cancer, several issues preclude an obvious benefit of systematic screening, namely its low incidence and prevalence, the costs of neuroradiological imaging and its false-positives (normal variations resembling subtle abnormalities), leading to anxiety and unnecessary diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. Concerning estimation of average life-years expectancy, there is still no clear evidence that early detection and treatment of malignant brain neoplasms will result in improved overall survival. High-grade gliomas (glioblastomas, anaplastic astrocytomas) are still associated with very poor prognosis, with no suitable therapy significantly extending life expectancy (slightly over 1 and 2 - 3 years, respectively) despite optimal treatment. Lead bias, on which earlier detection artificially extends mean survival rates, is not even a real issue.

Disease-specific mortality remains the most widely accepted endpoint for clinical trials. Brain tumours specific mortality is relatively easy to determine, despite significant co-morbidities, and misclassification of cause of death (connoted with an overestimation on effectiveness) is not a major concern. Regarding predictive value, in a group of 193 patients with malignant brain tumours, preceding MRIs were normal or inconclusive in 17 (8.8%) patients,6 a significant value only explained by the aggressive progression of the disease.
matic individuals were detected 31 benign tumours.7 Benign tumours, the most frequent, slow-growing and often asymptomatic meningiomas, frequently require no treatment. In light of this, detecting lesions that lack pathological significance brings no clinical benefit and will lead to unnecessary expenditure. A 2009 meta-analysis, reporting incidental findings in 19 559 asymptomatic individuals,8 unveiled an overall prevalence of 2.7%, including 135 neoplastic incidental findings (number needed to scan - 143). Oversensitive MRI scans, displaying incidental findings without underlying pathology, result in additional investigation and lower the corresponding predictive value. Imaging from 1 000 asymptomatic individuals displayed 180 abnormal radiographic findings, including 2 primary brain tumours (positive predictive value - 0.011).9 Rising false-positive rates are expected as neuroimaging and high-resolution MRI sequences are increasingly accessible. Treister et al, regarding multimodal imaging on gliomas, reported the failure of preventive measures on decreasing the risk of later onset of disease and concluded that “(...) screening tests are unwarranted since early diagnosis and treatment have not been shown to improve outcome.”.10

Given the relative impossibility of running long-term randomized controlled trials on this subject, case-control and cohort studies can provide indirect evidence, albeit the relevance of selection bias. Descriptive uncontrolled studies, based on individual reports and national registries, may yield information regarding screening and the disease itself but can be imprecise and significantly biased.

Other screening options can still be considered. Recent reports highlight the possibility of having reliable biomarkers for gliomas,11 including recent trials on serum microRNA-29 (miR-29) family12 and serum miR-125b (overall sensitivity - 82%; 95% CI, 76-87%).13 Unfortunately, pondering clinical management and natural history of disease (and not just reporting a specific biological phenomenon), the arguments previously depicted against population-based imaging screening programs are also relevant here – considerable economic burden, with multi-modality treatments carrying lasting morbidity and over-all low effectiveness of intervention.

A different reasoning underlies standard clinical management of familial syndromes, frequently associated with increased incidence of nervous system tumours. Representing around 80% of primary malignant brain tumours,14 gliomas can be associated with family history of glioma, genetic susceptibility variants and rare hereditary syndromes including neurofibromatosis (type 1 and 2), tuberous sclerosis, Cowden, Turcot and Li-Fraumeni syndromes, melanoma-astrocytoma and Gorlin syndrome.15 Benign tumours, such as acoustic neuromas and meningiomas, are also common findings in neurofibromatosis.

Deregulation of Ras and/or downstream Ras pathways (MEK/ERK, AKT/mTOR) is part of the molecular pathogenesis of many syndromes, including neurofibromatosis and tuberous sclerosis complex.16,18 Reviewing these intricate genetic and epigenetic mechanisms17 is beyond the scope of this work, as the literature on hereditary cancer predisposition syndromes, mostly inherited as autosomal dominant traits,18 is vast and constantly updated.19,20 Multiple genetic defects were linked to critical tumorigenic molecular pathways, namely germline mutations in tumor suppressor genes.15 Familial clustering patterns have been reported as being responsible for individual propensity to develop brain tumours,21 with no associated syndromic condition. Reports focusing on cluster inheritance pattern outlined a relatively unknown genetic risk component,22 eventually related to low penetrance genes.23

Genetic counselling in suspicious cases is mandatory.24,25 A preventive approach on individuals at higher risk, based on genetic susceptibility, should probably include increased screening for early detection of tumors,26 as the risk for brain neoplasms in Lynch syndrome, for example, is elevated 4 to 6-fold compared to general population.21 Multidisciplinary teams keep developing surveillance guidelines, including genetic screening and diagnostic tests, as shown by recent reports on the potential benefits of screening protocols on patients with biallelic MMR (DNA mismatch repair genes) mutations.26 Evolving knowledge on tumorigenic pathways will also allow more targeted and even personalized molecular therapies against sporadic and hereditary brain tumours.16,26

A rational analysis on clinical and epidemiological data indicates that screening for primary brain cancer on general population is currently not recommended, based on its low prevalence, high costs and low effectiveness of intervention. In the future, extensive longitudinal large-population based studies on risk factors will certainly improve our knowledge on brain cancer epidemiology, guiding preventive and therapeutic strategies, and hopefully improving overall survival. Evolving genetic studies will help clearly establish high-risk groups, namely with suggestive family history, as different mutations and polymorphisms are increasingly being identified, allowing early detection of disease and proper management, based on structured protocols and adequate genetic counselling.
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